


FRAGRANCE 
CATEGORIES

ADVENTUROUS FRAGRANCES - For those who adventure, explore, and seek new 
heights, these bold fragrances are excellent for motivation

ENERGIZING FRAGRANCES - Bright, invigorating fragrances to liven up the 
atmosphere, promote productivity, & provide an overall impression of cleanliness

INSPIRING FRAGRANCES - Enlivening, inspirational fragrances for creativity and 
innovation

LUXURY FRAGRANCES - LUXURY FRAGRANCES - Provides the royal treatment by creating an upscale, 
luxurious atmosphere that signifies high quality

PLAYFUL FRAGRANCES - Lighten the mood with these fun, whimsical fragrances 
that please the senses

SOOTHING FRAGRANCES - Essential oil blends that create a warm, embracing 
environment to calm and relax

SPRING FLORAL FRAGRANCES - SPRING FLORAL FRAGRANCES - Soft, clean florals that give an overall freshness to 
any environment

HOLIDAY FRAGRANCES - Special fragrances for the holiday seasons



ADVENTUROUS 

FRAGRANCES 

For those who adventure, explore, and seek new 
heights, these bold fragrances are excellent for 
motivation 

Eucalyptus-Mint - Invigorating, fragrant eucalpytus infused with a touch of
refreshing mint 

Italian Leather - Bold and luxurious, the warm, rich musk of Italian Leather is
perfectly balanced. Features notes of woods, amber, musk, vanilla and a touch of 
citrus to create an upscale ambiance. 

Redwood Forest - Bring the freshness of the outdoors in with this ultra-woodsy

fragrance of warm cedar & bright eucalpytus 

Rain - Shower fresh, smooth, cologne-like scent of woody amber, musk, clean
citrus and a slight hint of sweet lavender 

Timber - A fresh, bold woody scent with a touch of spice, reminiscent of freshly
chopped firewood 

Tradewinds - An intensely refreshing scent, like a clean, uplifting breeze of citrus
and fresh herbs 



ENERGIZING 

FRAGRANCES 

Bright, invigorating fragrances that liven up the 
atmosphere and promotes productivity while 
giving an overall impression of cleanliness 

Citrus Grove - A bright, fragrant orange and sweet rose blossom aroma, infused
with a touch of eucalyptus, Like an orchard breeze 

Citrus Mint - A crisp, cool scent bursting with a medley of sweet orange, Lemon,
and Lime, with a hint of fresh mint 

Grapefruit Splash - The pure embodiment of a fresh grapefruit, this sweet, clean
fragrance contains a touch with a touch of botanical grasses that gives a "just
cleaned" smell 

Eucalyptus Rosemary - Clean, herbaceous scent of eucalyptus and rosemary
with notes of green balsam, bergamot, soft jasmine, and vetiver 

Orange Burst - Energizing fragrance that awakens the senses with sweet, juicy
orange pulp bursting with freshness 

Orange Zest - Super clean and zesty fragrance of sweet, tangy citrus to Liven up
the atmosphere 

Verbena - A citrusy, fresh scent of Lemon interlaced with notes of sweet orange to
create the ultimate refreshing scent 



Lemon Glow - Refreshing, natural, & packed with essenal oils, Lemon Glow smells like freshly 
zested lemons infused with lavendar and lime



LUXURY 

FRAGRANCES 

Our LUXE fragrance line provides the 
royal treatmeant by creating an upscale, 
luxurious atmosphere that signifies high 
qualify 

LUXE Elegance - Luxurious, sophisticated fragrance of bergamot, pine needle, 
musk, and warm ginger, brightened w/ a touch of citrus and a nuance of white tea 

LUXE Stimulating - A refreshing mix of zesty citrus, nectar, floral, & a hint of musk

LUXE Inspiring - Coconut blossom, papaya & mandarin with wild lotus, warm 
amber, & a touch of elegant musk & vanilla bean interlaced with a hint of spice 

LUXE Relaxing - Soft, clean notes of sweet orange, night blooming jasmine,
and bergamot, with a light ginger & nutmeg spice 

LUXE Uplifting - Refreshing balsam with a heart of apple & apricot infused with 
notes of amber and musk 

Vanilla Opulence - Warm, elegant scent of vanilla with the lush, exotic fragrance 
of Oud wood and the slightest hint of freesia 

Dud & Sandalwood - The embodiment of elegance, this rich, woody scent 

combines the complexity of premium oud interlaced with natural, earthy 
sandalwood, perfect for creating an upscale environment 



PLAYFUL 

FRAGRANCES 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Fun & fruity scents that create a youthful, 
playful atmosphere 

Berry Fusion - Fruity, uplifting scent of fresh strawberries, raspberries, 
and blackberries with a nuance of pineapple 

Cherry Bliss - Sweet, fruity essence of fresh cherries infused with sweet orange 
and a touch of vanilla 

Plum - Fresh, sweet plum with a hint of peach and green apple

Myrlot - Lush, bold aroma red grapes, sweet vanilla bean, and ripe apple, 
reminiscent of an old world vineyard 

Tropical Mango - Tropical, fruity and juicy scent of delicious mango with a hint of 
grapefruit and banana 



SOOTHING 

FRAGRANCES 

Clean, spa-like scents to create an airy 
welcoming ambiance that promotes 
calmness & relaxation 

Clean Cotton - Beautiful, clean & refreshing with notes of flower blossom, fresh lime,
jasmine, cedarwood, tea, & light herbal notes 

Gardenia Petals - The sweet, intoxicating aroma of fresh gardenia infused with rose,
ylang ylang, and a touch of sweet orange 

Green Tea - An earthy, calming blend of green tea, sage, & thyme, interlaced with
notes of light jasmine, & a faint hint of nutmeg 

Jasmine Lotus - Wash away your troubles with this beautiful, intoxicating fragrance of
night blooming jasmine, rose, & honey 

Lavender Chamomile - Gentle, soothing scent of fresh lavender & warming
chamomile 

LUXE Relaxing - Soft, clean notes of sweet orange, night blooming jasmine,
and bergamot, with a light ginger & nutmeg spice 

Pure Comfort - Fresh, clean scent of classic baby powder with delicate floral notes

White Linen - Delicate fragrance of fresh, clean linen with a soft, floral note, creating a

light, fresh, airy ambiance in any space



SPRING FLORAL 

FRAGRANCES 

Captivating florals that evoke the beauty 
of spring 

Gardenia Petals - The sweet, intoxicating aroma of fresh gardenia infused with 
rose, ylang ylang, and a touch of sweet orange 

Springtime Fresh - Enjoy the fresh scent of springtime with this floral fragrance of 
wildflowers and fresh herbs with a hint of citrus 

Springtime Ultra - A lovely, powdery blend of lilac, roses, and bergamot with just a 
touch of musk 

Super Floral - Bright, clean floral scent of roses and jasmine, perfectly balanced 
with a touch of woods 

Super Floral Special - Bursting with fresh floral scents of lilies, roses, and ylang 
ylang with an overall clean, refreshing soapy fragrance 

Lavender Chamomile - Gentle, soothing scent of fresh lavender & warming 
chamomile 

Wild Honeysuckle - Soft, delicate and floral, reminiscent of a field of sweet, 
blooming honeysuckle 



HOLIDAY 

FRAGRANCES 

Get into the holiday spirit with these 
festive, holiday scents 

Caramel Apple - Delicious, sweet scent of candied apple with cinnamon & clove
spices that you can almost taste 

Falling Leaves - This bright, crisp fall fragrance is a customer favorite that evokes
the excitement of the season. Features notes of balsam, pine needle, apple, 
eucalyptus & spice. 

Holiday Spice - Evokes the full aroma and excitement of the holiday season with
spicy cinnamon, nutmeg, & all-spice 

Pumpkin Pie - Warm, sweet and spicy, this fragrance captures all there is to love
about the perfect piece of pumpkin pie 

Spiced Apple Cider - Fresh, ground spices with the warmth of apple cider, this is
the scent of fall 

Sweet Apple & Fig - Perfectly captures the essence of fall with crisp red apple,
juicy fig, and a hint of green balsam 

Toasted Spice - Instantly brings the holidays to life with fresh balsam, spicy
cinnamon and nutmeg, and sweet cardamom 



FRAGRANCE PICKER
Choose your fragrance strength & desired ambiance 

to discover your AeroWest fragrance.

Subtle Bold

Relaxing

Energizing



CONTACT INFO
2158 Beaumont Dr. Baton Rouge, LA 70806
225-302-5570 • info@aerowest.com

www.aerowest.com
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